As a concrete artist you can bring your ideas to life. Fritz-Pak offers you efficient tools to help make
your concrete vision a reality. Packaged in patented water-soluble bags, and pre-measured, Fritz-Pak
admixtures are easy to car ry, are not temperature sensitive and can be tossed
into a ready mix truck anywhere

SUPERCIZER 5
Supercizer 5 increases

MINI DELAYED SET
Mini Delayed Set slows down concrete set

slump, reduces water and
produces stronger concrete. Bleed water is lessened,

time. Use it on different portions of the pour

resulting in fewer shrinkage cracks. Cohesiveness is

so finishing crews can work at maximum effi-

improved and concrete segregation reduced. It offers

ciency. Ultimate strength is unaffected. Keep

ease of placement even in difficult access or heavily

Mini-Delay on hand for times when unex-

reinforced areas, giving you maximum workability.

pected delays occur at job site.

Added before or with dry colors, Supercizer 5 creates
much better color dispersement. It gives a strong
smooth slab: the surface you want for stamping or

CONTROL FINISH

engraving. Let Supercizer 5 work on concrete quality,

Control Finish is a spray-on concrete finishing aid which greatly

leaving you free to focus on creating your

reduces the need for retempering with water on hot or windy

decorative piece.

days. It can be mixed at the jobsite with water in a sprayer,
sprayed on and worked into the surface. It creates a smooth,
exceptionally workable surface for
stamping or other final decorative
effects. It eliminates or greatly
reduces surface problems associ ated with too much water, plastic
shrinkage cracks, dusting, crazing
and crusting.

COUNTER-FLO
Counter-Flo is an admixture especially created for
countertops. It is also perfect for small pours like statuary. It increases strength while permitting faster
demolding and cure times. The finished product is
denser and less permeable. Counter-Flo aids placement
by producing a buttery mixture to work with. Air bubbles are reduced, yielding better pattern definition in
the finished work.
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